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Case studies Testimonials from teachers and students
Classroom Assessment and the National Science Education Standards
Corwin Press
Nora Rose Rowley is a genius, but don't tell anyone. Nora's managed
to make it to the fifth grade without anyone figuring out that she's not
just an ordinary kid, and she wants to keep it that way. But then Nora
gets fed up with the importance everyone attaches to test scores and
grades, and she purposely brings home a terrible report card just to
prove a point. Suddenly the attention she's successfully avoided all her
First Grade Jitters HowExpert
life is focused on her, and her secret is out. And that's when things start
To better serve the whole child, look at the whole report
to get really complicated....
card. Although parents and teachers spend more time in
The Principal's Companion National Academies
conferences talking about behavior than they do about
Press
rubrics and test scores, too many teachers are still guessing Smart Spelling has been designed to support
teachers in the explicit and systematic
when it comes to using outdated behavior ratings and
teaching of spelling.
comments to describe the whole child. With this book,

you’ll take report cards to the next level, integrating socialemotional learning and character development into any
grading system. Resources include Guided exercises for
analyzing existing report cards Suggested report card
designs Tips on improving teacher-parent communication

Fewer Things, Better: The Courage to Focus on What Matters
Most Group's Active Bible Curriculum
Here is the story of a young boy who is about to enter first
grade and doesn't know quite what to expect. Will his friends
be there? Will he have to know how to read and spell? What if
he can't understand anything his teacher says? Looks like a
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case of first grade jitters! Robert Quackenbush and Yan
Nascimbene tell a reassuring story that is sure to chase away
those jitters for any soon-to-be first grader.
A Visit from St. Nicholas Carson-Dellosa Publishing
Thoughtful and constructive report card comments can improve parentteacher communication and student performance. Each book features
hundreds of ready-to-use comments in a variety of specific areas in academic
performance and personal development. General messages are also included,
as well as a robust list of helpful words and phrases.
HowExpert Guide to Study Skills Angela Watson
Find the right words for report cards, parent-teacher conferences, and more
Written for teachers grades K through 12, Perfect Phrases for Classroom
Teachers helps you find the right words that will communicate a student’s
progress effectively and reveal his or her weaknesses without sounding
negative. This book provides lists of words and phrases that convey difficult
messages tactfully and with appropriate professionalism, and words and
phrases that follow state standards and guidelines for permanent records.

curricular standards. Drawing from the authors' extensive research and
professional learning partnerships with classrooms, schools, and school
districts, this practical book - Situates learning targets in a theory of
action that students, teachers, principals, and central-office
administrators can use to unify their efforts to raise student achievement
and create a culture of evidence-based, results-oriented practice. Provides strategies for designing learning targets that promote higherorder thinking and foster student goal setting, self-assessment, and selfregulation. - Explains how to design a strong performance of
understanding, an activity that produces evidence of students' progress
toward the learning target. - Shows how to use learning targets to guide
summative assessment and grading. Learning Targets also includes
reproducible planning forms, a classroom walk-through guide, a lessonplanning process guide, and guides to teacher and student selfassessment. What students are actually doing during today's lesson is
both the source of and the yardstick for school improvement efforts. By
Writing, Grade 2 Corwin Press
applying the insights in this book to your own work, you can improve
Providing a clear framework, this volume helps school leaders align
your teaching expertise and dramatically empower all students as
assessment and reporting practices with standards-based education and stakeholders in their own learning.
develop more detailed reports of children's learning and progress.
Unshakeable Scholastic Inc.
Writing Effective Report Card Comments Lake Publishing Company
Passion cannot be faked. Students can tell when we're just going
In Learning Targets, Connie M. Moss and Susan M. Brookhart
through the motions. But how can you summon the energy to
contend that improving student learning and achievement happens in
teach with passion when there are so many distractions pulling
the immediacy of an individual lesson--what they call "today's
lesson"—or it doesn't happen at all. The key to making today's lesson you from what really matters? And if you barely have time for
meaningful? Learning targets. Written from students' point of view, a taking care of yourself, how can you have anything left to give
learning target describes a lesson-sized chunk of information and skills your students? Don't wait for teaching to become fun again: plan
for it! Your enthusiasm will become unshakeable as you learn how
that students will come to know deeply. Each lesson's learning target
to: -Create curriculum "bright spots" that you can't wait to teach
connects to the next lesson's target, enabling students to master a
coherent series of challenges that ultimately lead to important
-Gain energy from kids instead of letting them drain you
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variety of essential school skills. Students will find help for math, English and
-Uncover real meaning and purpose for every single lesson
grammar, handwriting, and other important subject areas. Each book
-Incorporate playfulness and make strong connections with kids
contains full-color practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions, and an answer
-Stop letting test scores and evaluations define your success
key.
-Construct a self-running classroom that frees you to teach -Say
The Other Side of the Report Card Carson-Dellosa Publishing
"no" without guilt and make your "yes" really count -Establish
Standards-Based Connections Reading for grade 4 offers focused skill
healthy, balanced habits for bringing work home -Determine what practice in reading comprehension. A skill assessment will point out
matters most and let go of the rest -Innovate and adapt to make
students' learning gaps. This allows teachers to choose appropriate
teaching an adventure Unshakeable is a collection of inspiring
student pages for individualized remediation. The student pages
mindset shifts and practical, teacher-tested ideas for getting more emphasize five important reading comprehension skills: summarizing,
satisfaction from your job. It's an approach that guides you to find inferring, story elements, comparing and contrasting, and cause and
your inner drive and intrinsic motivation which no one can take effect. The book includes high-interest fiction and nonfiction, with texts
about genres, summer camp, American Indians, fireflies, the wide
away. Unshakeable will help you incorporate a love of life into
your teaching, and a love of teaching into your life. Learn how to world of animals, bees, and more. --Each 96-page book in the
Standards-Based Connections Reading series includes a skill
tap into what makes your work inherently rewarding and enjoy
assessment, an assessment analysis, targeted practice pages, and an
teaching every day...no matter what.
Grades 5 and 6 Corwin Press
You can't do it all ... and you don't have to try.

Diary of a Young Naturalist Simon and Schuster
This book seeks to maximize individual and institutional efforts to
support young people’s optimal development, specifically their
talents.
Grading for Equity National Center for Education Statistics
Scientifically proven: Daily Word Problems frequent, focused practice
leads to mastery and retention of the math skills practiced.

answer key, making this series an ideal resource for differentiation and
remediation. The skill assessments and assessment analyses help
teachers determine individualized instructional needs. And, the
focused, comprehensive practice pages and self-assessments guide
students to reflection and exploration for deeper learning!

Your Mentor Teaching Resources
In this new edition of their groundbreaking book Strategies That Work,
Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share the work and thinking they've
done since the second edition came out a decade ago and offer new
perspectives on how to explicitly teach thinking strategies so that students
Comments for Report Cards and Notes Home McGraw Hill Professional
become engaged, thoughtful, independent readers. Thirty new lessons and
Brighter Child(R) Math for Kindergarten helps students master mathematics new and revised chapters shine a light on children's thinking, curiosity, and
skills. Practice is included for numbers and counting, shapes, money, telling questions. Steph and Anne tackle close reading, close listening, text
time, and more. School success starts here! Workbooks in the popular
complexity, and critical thinking in a new chapter on building knowledge
Brighter Child(R) series are packed with plenty of fun activities that teach a through thinking-intensive reading and learning. Other fully revised chapters
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focus on digital reading, strategies for integrating comprehension and
technology, and comprehension across the curriculum. The new edition is
organized around three sections: Part I provides readers with a solid
introduction to reading comprehension instruction, including the principles
that guide practice, suggestions for text selection, and a review of recent
research that underlies comprehension instruction. Part II contains lessons to
put these principles into practice for all areas of reading comprehension. Part
III shows you how to integrate comprehension instruction across the
curriculum and the school day, particularly in science and social studies.
Updated bibliographies, including the popular "Great Books for Teaching
Content," are accessible online. Since the first publication of Strategies That
Work, more than a million teachers have benefited from Steph and Anne's
practical advice on creating classrooms that are incubators for deep thought.
This third edition is a must-have resource for a generation of new
teachers--and a welcome refresher for those with dog-eared copies of this
timeless guide to teaching comprehension.

comments book is right for you!
Educators Belonging, Being and Becoming Stenhouse Publishers
To better serve the whole child, look at the whole report card. Although
parents and teachers spend more time in conferences talking about behavior
than they do about rubrics and test scores, too many teachers are still
guessing when it comes to using outdated behavior ratings and comments to
describe the whole child. With this book, you’ll take report cards to the
next level, integrating social-emotional learning and character development
into any grading system. Resources include Guided exercises for analyzing
existing report cards Suggested report card designs Tips on improving
teacher-parent communication Case studies Testimonials from teachers and
students
Perfect Phrases for Classroom Teachers ASCD
Discusses the components of an effective, standards-based assessment
program that can be used to enhance student achievement.

The Other Side of the Report Card Kumon Pub North America
Limited
Do you dread writing report card comments? Are you always
struggling to find good things to say? Save yourself hours by using and
adapting our 300 phrases to suit what you want to express. These
report card comments are a collection of all the things teachers might
say about their students. They cover everything from English (writing,
reading comprehension) to science and math skills like problem solving!
This book includes areas like general phrases, class behavior,
homework & classwork, group work, end-of year evaluation, goal
setting and motivation. It has been ranked and organized according to
subject and positive or negative sentiment so you can easily find what
you need to write about at any time! If you don't have a lot of time for
preparing your own comments from scratch, or are simply searching
for new comment ideas and phrases, then this ready-to-use teacher

Learning Targets Ferne Press
The National Science Education Standards address not only what
students should learn about science but also how their learning
should be assessed. How do we know what they know? This
accompanying volume to the Standards focuses on a key kind of
assessment: the evaluation that occurs regularly in the classroom,
by the teacher and his or her students as interacting participants.
As students conduct experiments, for example, the teacher
circulates around the room and asks individuals about their
findings, using the feedback to adjust lessons plans and take other
actions to boost learning. Focusing on the teacher as the primary
player in assessment, the book offers assessment guidelines and
explores how they can be adapted to the individual classroom. It
features examples, definitions, illustrative vignettes, and practical
suggestions to help teachers obtain the greatest benefit from this
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daily evaluation and tailoring process. The volume discusses how
classroom assessment differs from conventional testing and gradingand how it fits into the larger, comprehensive assessment system.
Nation's Report Card Simon and Schuster
Easily and effectively communicate important student information
through report card comments. Positive and constructive thoughts
and phrases for teachers to use are included.
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